Written Testimony of Election Law Clinic at Harvard Law School in Support of Senate Bill 1226, An Act Concerning State Voting Rights in Recognition of John Lewis

Senator Flexer, Representative Blumenthal, Ranking Members Sampson and Mastrofrancesco, and members of the Government Administration and Elections Committee:

On behalf of the Election Law Clinic at Harvard Law School (“ELC”), we are pleased to offer this testimony in support of Senate Bill 1226, An Act Concerning State Voting Rights in Recognition of John R. Lewis (“SB1226”). ELC supports SB1226 in its entirety; however, we write to specifically elaborate on the benefits of Section 3, which creates a publicly accessible statewide database within the Office of the Secretary of State (“the Statewide Database”).

ELC’s mission is to train the next generation of election lawyers through litigation and advocacy that bring novel academic ideas to the practice of election law. ELC aims to build power for voters and recognizes that the struggle for voting rights is a struggle for racial justice. ELC is currently working with coalitions of advocates and organizers to support or amend Voting Rights Acts in multiple states including New Jersey and Maryland.1 In December of 2021, ELC and co-counsel Campaign Legal Center represented OneAmerica in an amicus brief defending the constitutionality of the Washington Voting Rights Act, explaining how that act is essential to protecting communities of color.2 Through these efforts and others, ELC regularly utilizes and analyzes a range of election data. Indeed, ELC recently launched “RPV Near Me”, a microsite offering free access to summary measures of racially polarized voting (“RPV”) for every county in the country.3 ELC hopes RPV Near Me will be a resource the election law community and the public can use as they investigate voting patterns, areas of minority underrepresentation, and the types of electoral systems that will bring better local representation to all members of a given jurisdiction. ELC enthusiastically supports SB1226 and Section 3 because they will help ensure that Connecticut residents, and in particular Connecticut’s residents of color, can be fully enfranchised at the local government level.

---


I. SB1226 will improve Connecticut’s culture of civic participation.

A strong SB1226 would benefit Connecticut’s civic participation culture and the state’s local governments. In the 2020 federal election, Connecticut’s voter registration and voter turnout rates were just below the national averages at 66.6% and 60.5% respectively.\(^4\) Significant racial disparities also existed in these figures. For example, 77.4% of non-Hispanic white citizens in Connecticut were registered to vote for the 2020 federal election compared to only 68.6% of Black citizens, 67.8% of Latino citizens, and 60.5% of Asian citizens in Connecticut.\(^5\) Additionally, 71% of Connecticut’s non-Hispanic white citizens voted in the 2020 election compared to only 64.5% of Connecticut’s Black citizens, 56.6% of Connecticut’s Asian citizens, and 56.4% of Connecticut’s Latino citizens.\(^6\)

Studies have shown protections like those found in SB1226 can improve these figures. Specifically, these kinds of protections have been shown to reduce disparities in racial turnout,\(^7\) increase diversity in local elected offices,\(^8\) and improve local governments’ responsiveness to their constituents.\(^9\) These improvements will thus make Connecticut’s local governments more representative and ensure they work for the people.

The Statewide Database that Section 3 calls for will add to these benefits. Currently, the difficulty of obtaining, comparing and contrasting election data across local jurisdictions impedes the ability of voters, academics, and civil rights organizations to analyze whether and to what extent Connecticut voters are able to cast a meaningful ballot. The data Section 3 seeks to make accessible is critical to understanding where problems are arising in election policy and how to remedy them, but that data is currently held individually by each locality, posing a significant burden to anyone seeking to conduct such an analysis. A centralized, statewide hub for such election information would help advocates ensure voters can equally access the polls. But, as elaborated on below, it would also enable local election administrators, civic engagement groups, and active citizens to better perform their roles in Connecticut’s democracy.

\(^5\) Id. at Table 4b.
\(^6\) Id.
II. **Section 3’s Statewide Database benefits local election administrators, civic engagement groups, and active citizens.**

Section 3 offers Connecticut an opportunity to bring its elections into the 21st century by providing a central public repository for election and demographic data with the goals of fostering evidence-based practices in election administration and unprecedented transparency. This database will include five kinds of election and demographic data: (1) census-based, voting-district-level population estimates by race, color, and language minority; (2) district level state and local election results; (3) geocoded voter registry lists; (4) shapefile local election maps and district boundaries; and (5) geocoded polling place and ballot drop box locations for local elections. This data will benefit: (1) local clerks and registrars crafting election administration policy; (2) civic engagement organizations creating nonpartisan voter education programs; and (3) local election officials and engaged citizens collaborating on redistricting plans.

a. **Section 3 equips local clerks and registrars with the tools to enact evidence-based, best-in-class election administration policy.**

The Statewide Database will enable the development and sharing of best practice election administration policy across Connecticut’s local clerks and registrars. Voting-district level population estimates by race, district level election results, location-based registry files, and location based polling place and ballot drop box data are critical inputs to understanding how well election administration policy is serving a community. Presently, local election administrators have access to this data for their own jurisdiction, but cannot as easily access other jurisdictions’ data. If one municipality is deciding how many ballot drop boxes it needs to effectively service a particular district, it would benefit them to be able to evaluate how successful other municipalities have been in determining the number and location of ballot drop boxes for a particular population area. The Statewide Database allows them to do just that by providing easy access to this kind of data statewide. And, the local election administrators can seek technical assistance from the Secretary of State’s Office should they need it.11

b. **Section 3 empowers civic engagement organizations in their efforts to mobilize and educate voters.**

Civic engagement organizations seeking to turnout voters will also benefit from the Statewide Database. Organizations that create voter guides rely on shapefiles of election maps and district boundaries as well as on location-based polling place and drop box data to create nonpartisan voter
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10 SB1226 (Conn. 2023).
11 See SB1226 (Conn. 2023) (instructing that the database will allow for “implementing best practices in election administration” and that the designated employee in the Secretary of State’s Office will “provide nonpartisan technical assistance” to local governments and others seeking to use the database).
education programs. Shapefiles allow these organizations to match voters with the contests that will appear on their ballot. Currently, these groups must request this data in a piecemeal fashion from each local government. But, any struggles they encounter in retrieving these files can inhibit them from operating their programs to their full potential. By making this kind of data easily accessible for the entire state, Section 3 will ensure civic engagement groups can fulfill their missions of providing nonpartisan election information to voters.

c. **Section 3 facilitates equitable and accessible redistricting processes.**

The election database will additionally facilitate collaboration between local election administrators and active citizens on redistricting efforts. Redistricting processes rely, in part, on census-based population estimates broken down by race, election results by district, and historical shapefiles that show previous election maps. While the public has the opportunity to provide input on redistricting efforts, without easy access to this kind of data their ability to provide meaningful input is inhibited. Section 3 can help Connecticut mimic efforts states like California have undertaken to make it easier for citizens to engage with redistricting. California hosts a publicly accessible redistricting database that, among other things, provides Californians “three free-to-use tools” they can use to “draw [their] California” and thereby share their input with the relevant redistricting authorities. Providing citizens and local governments with statewide population and election map data will help make local redistricting processes more accessible and ultimately, equitable.

III. **Section 3 relieves local governments of an information production burden they currently bear.**

The Statewide Database will save local jurisdictions time and manpower they currently expend responding to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests for election data. As discussed, voting rights advocates, civic engagement organizations, and active citizens need this kind of data to effectively perform their roles in Connecticut’s democracy. Today, getting that data can often entail requesting it from local election officials through mechanisms like FOIA. Connecticut government agencies are normally expected to respond to FOIA requests in 4-10 days, the presence of a publicly accessible statewide election database would save government agencies time and energy per request, including alleviating the pressure that the quick response timeline requires. Under Section 3, local election administrators will only need to provide data at least once

---

13 See id.
14 See, e.g., id.
a year and after each local election. Section 3 will thus standardize Connecticut election administrators’ information production duties and relieve them of some burdensome FOIA requests.

IV. Operating and maintaining the Statewide Database via the Office of the Secretary of State will not be difficult for Connecticut.

Connecticut can easily operate and maintain the Statewide Database within the Office of the Secretary of State, in part because it can seek to leverage the personnel and expertise of universities to ensure the database’s success. At a minimum, operating and maintaining the database requires designating or hiring an appropriate manager in the Office of the Secretary of State,\textsuperscript{17} appointing or hiring sufficient new staff,\textsuperscript{18} and acquiring software licenses to support the database. Importantly, Connecticut likely already has agreements with relevant software companies to support similar databases; for example, the Help America Vote Act already requires Connecticut to maintain a statewide voter registration database.\textsuperscript{19} Other states operating or contemplating establishing similar election databases have additionally leaned on their state university systems for support. For example, California’s Redistricting Database is housed at the University of California Berkley Law School,\textsuperscript{20} and pending legislation in New York proposes creating a “New York State Voting and Elections Database and Institute” jointly hosted by the State University of New York and the City University of New York.\textsuperscript{21} Establishing a partnership between a university in Connecticut and the Office of the Secretary of State would allow the database to benefit from the data expertise of Connecticut’s academics and would provide unique opportunities to students to learn about the mechanics of elections via supporting the database.

\textsuperscript{17}See SB1226 (Conn. 2023) (requiring the Secretary of State to designate a managing employee for the database who “possess[es] an advanced degree from an accredited college or university, or equivalent experience, and have expertise in demography, statistical analysis and electoral systems”).

\textsuperscript{18}Id. (the designated employee shall “manage such staff as is necessary to implement and maintain such state-wide database”).


\textsuperscript{20}See About the Statewide Database, STATEWIDE DATABASE: THE REDISTRICTING DATABASE FOR THE STATE OF CAL., https://statewidedatabase.org/about.html.

V. Conclusion

SB1226 represents an opportunity for Connecticut to join California, Oregon, Washington, Virginia, and New York as a national leader in protecting voting rights. And Section 3 represents an opportunity to provide Connecticut residents unprecedented accessibility to critical election data for the benefit of voting rights activists, local election administrators, civic engagement organizations, and engaged citizens alike. Everyone has a role to play in Connecticut’s vibrant democracy, and Section 3 ensures everyone has the tools they need to effectively play their role.

ELC strongly supports SB1226 and urges you to enact it.

* * *
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